Perception of Male and Female Students towards Need of Open Courseware in Institutions of Higher Learning & Its Associated Factors: A Comparative Study
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ABSTRACT With open course ware (OCW), anyone can access any course at any place in any language via internet. It may become a powerful tool to support e-learning as well as traditional classroom based learning. OCW was started by MIT as open educational resources. OCW is now expanded to many countries of world like China, Japan, Indonesia and India as well. Countries run open course ware either by translating MIT’s course ware to their languages or by producing their own. NPTEL started it in India in engineering, science and humanities streams. MHRD also started production and distribution of open course wares in India under National Mission on Education through ICT (NME-ICT) which can be accessed through Sakshat portal. The major objective of this study is to compare the perception of male and female students towards need of open courseware in institutions of higher learning & its associated factors. Keeping in mind this objective the investigator decided to survey students of higher learning institutions. The present study was survey in nature. The sample of the study comprised of 418 undergraduate and postgraduate students belonging to urban, semi-urban and rural areas. The findings of the study revealed that female students are better than male students towards overall need of open courseware. However male and female students are perceived similarly towards the factors of need of open courseware. The factors of need of open courseware are interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach and certification.
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Background of the study
Every nation has various types of educational system for their students from classroom based learning to open and distance learning. Classroom learning has their benefits over learning but competition is increased day-by-day and students want to gain more and more knowledge. But there are so many barriers like communication, finance etc. which pool back them from various source of learning. Open course ware could solve these problems because it is free and open to all; anyone can access any type of course available at any time. So, it will be a tool which gives access to knowledge. People are accessing internet for informational and educational content and it is increased rapidly. Open courseware websites provides educational contents based on syllabus and it is already run in India and some countries in collaboration of OCW Consortium and MIT Open Course Ware. Open Course Ware is a type of e-learning model which is delivered via internet and run by the universities or institutions. Open Course Ware provide education free of cost to all learners. There is no fee for any type of course. It does not provide any degree or certificate but provides self-learning course material to learners. Open Course Ware or OCW is a term applied to course materials created by the universities and shared freely with the world using internet. According to OCW consortium “An OpenCourseWare (OCW) is a free and open digital publication of high quality university level educational materials. These materials are organized as courses, and often include course planning materials and evaluation tools as well as thematic content. OpenCourseWare is free and openly licensed, accessible to anyone, anytime via the internet”. OpenCourseWare started at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) with the launch of MIT OpenCourseWare website in October 2002. MIT published many of its university courses on OCW website. The MIT OCW has currently published 2400 courses on its website with 300 million visitors. After MIT, many universities of various countries launched OCW websites and published their courses on these websites for their students. Currently, more than 250 other universities and associated organizations around the world have joined MIT, and have been publishing their course materials freely and openly for more than 13,000 courses in 20 languages (Avineni and Pusapati, 2012). Open course ware initiatives in India are multidisciplinary in nature. They provide various kinds of documents useful for education. Some open course ware initiatives like NPTEL and UNESCO-SALIS are subject specific (Bherwani, 2012). NPTEL is India’s first attempt to create open course ware and open educational resources for the benefit of undergraduate students in engineering and technology disciplines in engineering, science and humanities.
streams (Das, 2014). This is an Open Courseware initiative by seven Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) and the Indian Institute of Science (IISc). It is funded by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD), Government of India (Majumder and Sharma, 2010). According to the highlights given on NPTEL’s website more than 994 courses are available on Feb. 2016 and its website recorded more than 292 Million page views.

Another open coursewares are eGyankosh from Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU), Consortium for Educational Communication popularly known as CEC, NCERT online textbooks, e-PG Pathshala and Sakshat web portal.

Students and self-learners access these contents to gain knowledge, preparing their presentations and assignments. Faculties and working professionals also access it as an addition. It can be accessed any time anywhere without any barrier. OCW provides students an open space to learn without any traditional classroom environment. It supports and enhances teaching – learning process of self-learners those who want to get more and more knowledge. Anyone can learn any subject without any barrier. The objective of open course ware website is to provide free access to course material without any fee and it does not guaranty any course degree. Regular degree course has their importance and cannot be replaced by OCW. It provides supports to these degree courses.

Rationale of the study

In future with open courseware the globalization of education will occur. “21st century is a century of Global Competition also in Higher Education” Makoshi (2006). Anyone can access any course in any language via internet through open courseware. In future it will be work as a powerful tool to support education not to replace classroom based education. “OCW is not meant to replace degree-granting higher education or for-credit courses. Rather, the goal is to provide the content that supports an education” Kirkpatrick (2006). It will help people by providing knowledge which they are getting from the current education means. Huijser, Bedford, and Bull (2008) concluded in their paper that the provision by educational institutions of OCW has the potential to play an important role in assisting people to become (or to remain) socially included, productive members of wider society, by providing them with resources they need to participate in lifelong learning.

127 million visits to OCW content from an estimated 90 million visitors as of Oct 2011 (MIT Open Course Ware Program Evaluation Findings Summary, 2011). This report also highlighted the effective utilization of OCW website by the educators, students and self-learners for wide range of purposes.

Many research studies explored OCW in terms of its origin, development, access to OCW websites and utilization but focuses majorly on MIT open course ware and its adaptation done by other universities (Gomez at al., 2012). Terrell and Caudill introduced the open course ware movement, its scope, and also how the materials may be applied to traditional educational environments (2012). Some of them presented scenario of the open course ware initiatives in India and in the world (Avineni and Pusapati, 2012). Cakmak, Özel and Yılmaz evaluated the Turkish Open Course Ware (OCW) initiative and revealed that how universities, lecturers/academics and other institutions contribute to this initiative (2013). Some studies highlighted various types of benefits and barriers of the open course ware. Although recent studies are focusing on MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), its origin, development, access in terms of enrollment and course completion, evaluation and grading system. However OCW provider organizations are now become big MOOCs provider like MIT, Coursera, NPTEL etc. From the past studies many aspects of OCW are came into focus and also some aspect are emerged for further research like structure, distribution format and effective utilization of open course wares by the learners. Students need learning materials with features such as ease of use, interactivity etc. But researcher wanted to know the difference in perception of male and female students towards need of open courseware. Therefore researcher decided to compare the perceptions of male students and female students.

Objectives

The objectives of the study were as follows –

1. To compare the perception of male and female students towards need of open course ware in institutions of higher learning in terms of interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach, and certification.

2. To compare the perception of male and female students towards overall need of open course ware in institutions of higher learning.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses of the study were as follows –

1. There will be no significance difference in perception of male and female students towards need of open course ware in institutions of higher learning in terms of interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach, and certification.

2. There will be no significance difference in perception of male and female students towards overall need of open course ware in institutions of higher learning.

Sample
Total 418 students were selected randomly as sample. The sample comprised of undergraduate and postgraduate students and belonging to urban, semi-urban and rural areas. Out of 418 students 60% were male and 40% were female. 56% students were below 21 years of age whereas 44% were from above 21 years age. In the present sample 22% were from rural area, 23% were from semi-urban area whereas 55% were from urban area. In terms of educational qualification 60% were undergraduates whereas 40% were postgraduates.

Research Tool
A need perception scale was developed by the investigator to compare the perception of male and female students towards need and its associated factors of open courseware. Each statement was rated on a five point scale from Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Undecided (UD), Disagree (D) and Strongly Disagree (SD). There were 24 items in the scale the score ranged from 5 to 1. The standardization of tool was done by item analysis, reliability and validity. Split half reliability was established and it was found to be 0.885 for need items.

Procedure of data collection
The data were collected by adopting random sampling technique. The research tool developed by the investigator was given to 418 randomly selected students. The students were surveyed using online and offline mode. For the online mode tool was created using Google Docs technology and a web link was provided by the Google Docs to access and fill the responses online. This web link was mailed to randomly selected sample. While in offline mode printouts of research tool was distributed amongst randomly selected sample and collected back their responses.

Analysis
The collected data were analyzed with the help of frequency, percentage, factor analysis and t-test.

Results
• **Factors associated with need of Open Courseware:**
For the purpose of this study four factors were identified from 24 variables with the help of factor analysis. The results of factor analysis discovered as first factor has 18.455 percentage of variance, second factor has 15.129 percentage of variance, and third factor has 14.417 percentage of variance and fourth factor has 8.759 percentage of variance. The total percentage of variance for these four factors is 56.76. The factors were named as interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach, and certification.

• **Comparison of male and female students towards need of OCW and its associated factors:**
The objective of the study was to compare the perception of male and female students towards need of open courseware in institutions of higher learning in terms of interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach, certification factor and overall need separately. The data related to this objective were analyzed with the help of mean, standard deviation, standard error and t-test. The results are given in following table:

| Table 1: Mean, SD, SE and t-value for need of OCW and its associated factors |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|--------------------------|---------|----------|
| Interactive content presentation factor of need of OCW | Well-defined Course Curriculum factor of need of OCW |
| Gender | N | Mean | Std. Deviation | Std. Error Mean | t-value | Sig. | Gender | N | Mean | Std. Deviation | Std. Error Mean | t-value | Sig. |
| Male | 246 | 35.85 | 7.083 | .452 | 1.099 | 0.272 |
| Female | 165 | 36.54 | 4.574 | .356 | | |

Research Paper
From the above table 1, it is clear that the t-values of interactive content presentation factor, well-defined course curriculum factor, learning approach factor, and certification factor of need of open courseware, are not significant. It means that there is no significant difference in perception of male and female students towards need of open courseware in institutions of higher learning in terms of interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach, and certification. Therefore, the null hypothesis namely, there will be no significant difference in perception of male and female students in terms of interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach, and certification factor of need of open courseware in institutions of higher learning in India is not rejected.

But from the above table 1, it is also clear that the t-value of overall need of open courseware is significant. It means that there is a significant difference in perception of male and female students towards overall need of open courseware in institutions of higher learning. Therefore, the null hypothesis namely, there will be no significant difference in perception of male and female students towards overall need of open courseware in institutions of higher learning in India is rejected. Hence, it may be concluded that females perceived significantly better than males in terms of overall need of open courseware.

**Conclusion**

Findings of this study revealed that male and female both are similar in perception in terms of interactive content presentation, well-defined course curriculum, learning approach, and certification factor of need of open courseware in institutions of higher learning in India. However, females perceived significantly better than males in terms of overall need of open courseware.

This means gender had no significant effect on associated factors of need but in terms of overall need, females are better than the males. Kar et al. (2014) somewhat supported these findings because Kar et al. (2014) found that female students have slightly higher attitude towards e-learning than male students. Therefore female is higher than male in terms of overall need of open courseware.
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